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Fully updated for the latest changes to the PCAT, Kaplan&#39;s PCAT 2016Ã¢â‚¬â€œ2017

Strategies, Practice, and Review includes all the content and strategies you need to get the PCAT

results you want. Kaplan Test Prep is the only Official Provider of PCAT Prep, as endorsed by the

American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy (AACP).Kaplan is so certain that PCAT 2016-2017

offers all the knowledge you need to excel at the PCAT that we guarantee it: After studying with the

online resources and book, you&#39;ll score higher on the PCATÃ¢â‚¬â€•or you&#39;ll get your

money back.The Best ReviewTwo full-length, realistic practice tests online that provide you with

scores and percentilesA guide to the current PCAT Blueprint to show you exactly what to expect on

Test DayAdditional practice questions for every subject, all with detailed answers and

explanationsComprehensive review of all the content covered on the PCAT:WritingBiologyGeneral

ChemistryOrganic ChemistryBiochemistryCritical ReadingQuantitative ReasoningKaplan&#39;s

proven strategies for Test Day successExpert GuidanceKaplan&#39;s expert psychometricians

ensure our practice questions and study materials are true to the test.We invented test

prepÃ¢â‚¬â€•Kaplan (www.kaptest.com) has been helping students for almost 80 years. Our proven

strategies have helped legions of students achieve their dreams.
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For almost 80 years, Kaplan Test Prep (www.kaptest.com) has been helping students grow their

knowledge, skills and confidence so they can be their best on Test Day. Our prep books and online

resources provide the expert guidance that students need at every step of their educational journey

Ã¢â‚¬â€œ incorporating years of test-specific data and strategies tested by Kaplan students and

our own expert psychometricians.Ã‚Â  After helping millions of students, we know what works. Our

guides deliver knowledge with clarity and simplicity while focusing on the specialized strategies that

keep test-takers ahead of the clock and at the top of their game. We offer preparation for more than

90 standardized tests Ã¢â‚¬â€œ including entrance exams for secondary school, college, and

graduate school, as well as professional licensing exams for attorneys, physicians, and nurses.Ã‚Â 

With a full array of self-paced and live online courses, as well as print books and mobile apps, you

can use Kaplan to study on your own schedule and at your own speed. KaplanÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s private

tutors and admissions consultants supplement those offerings with one-on-one support.

Was given this book along with a few others to study for the PCAT. I used this book primarily

because it is the only one that reflects the changes made to the PCAT starting summer 2016.

Granted I've only made it through the biology section and part of the chemistry during the time of

this review.Pros:- Only study guide to reflect the new PCAT so far- Online practice exams mostly

reflect the changes announced by the PCAT in timing and content- There are tear out study charts

in the back of the bookCons:- Not nearly enough practice problems at the end of each chapter.-

There are typos in a few chapters. Most are minor and obvious (VI instead of IV), and others are

more detrimental (they get the ploidy / N number of chromosomes mixed up twice in the meiosis

section).- The new PCAT will have some word problems in the math section, but the online practice

exams for Kaplan don't have word problems.- Because of the lack of practice problems, the math

section looks like it is not very helpful.I recommend you use this book as your primary study book

and buy one or two more for supplement practice practice problems.

TL;DRBuy this book + Dr. Collins+ updateI studied this book for about a month and took the exam

on Nov.4. My composite was 96 percentile.the break down:Bio:96Chem:98Reading:34Math:99As a

non-native speaker, it was impossible for me to improve my reading over a short period of time, so I

gave up. I'm sure you guys can do better than me in this section. Fortunately most pharmacy

schools only require a minimum score of 20 in reading section.Talking about the book, I have to say

kaplan PCAT is a must buy. Frankly speaking, everything on this book can possibly be in the PCAT

exam. However, THIS BOOK DOES NOT COVER EVERYTHING IN THE EXAM, which means you



have to buy something else or search online for those info. (for example the 4+2 and 2+2 reaction in

organic chemistry are not mentioned in the book).Many people have problems on math section, and

complain the book for not providing enough info. The book is actually very informative, but the

review questions are no where near the question types in the PCAT exam. The PCAT math is very

very tricky. It does not test your ability to solve problems, it actually tests your ability to estimate the

range of the solution and pick the right answer as fast as possible. Of course you have to know

everything on this book, but if you really want to experience how the real test feels like, buy the

official practice test from pearson.Last thing I want to talk about is the online practice coming with

this book. They do provide a good simulation of the test environment. Maybe the reading section is

good, I don't know because I have never been an expert of English. The difficulty of the practice

does not match the real exam. So if you get a poor score don't worry, it doesn't matter. I used Dr.

Collins' material for practice most of the time. Be sure to buy the update as well.Overall, considering

that this book is only ~$30 bucks, I highly recommend you guys to buy this book.Hope you guys do

well in the PCAT. Good luck.TL;DRBuy this book + Dr. Collins+ update

I've found this review book extremely helpful! Given the sheer amount of material, it's pretty

comprehensive, concise yet doesn't leave a lot out. Of course, there are bound to be some points

that need a little further personal research, but I've not really found any glaring omissions or

mistakes. I would have liked to have seen a little more in the Quantitative Reasoning section, simply

because math isn't my strong suit, but that's the only minor complaint I have. If you're taking the

PCAT, this book is definitely an essential.

The book is concise and tells you exactly what you need to know to do well, but it does not have all

the information necessary to truly ace the PCAT. I would use this book with other study materials.

The online practice tests are very useful though because they give you a sample of what the timed

test conditions will be like.

I was well prepared for the PCAT thanks to this book. I scored well above the 50% percentile. I

prepared well, but I believe this book and the practice tests are what put me over the top. The

sections were layed out well and the test prep material included was very helpful. I truly believe that

if this book had been my only prep material I would have scored just as high. Utilize this cheap book

for all its worth and put in the study time. It is by far more than worth it. Coming from a student who

has just been accepted into 3 different pharmacy schools. P.S I took the test in October



Used approximately 2-3 months before my PCAT exam in September 2016. As my only review

guide for the exam, Kaplan did a great job on preparing me for what to expect on the actual

test.Organic chemistry was my main worry on the exam. However, my overall chemistry score was

actually my second highest score on the actual PCAT, and that's all thanks to Kaplan. Definitely

offered a general understanding of the basics of organic chemistry, sufficient enough for a good

chemistry score. Kaplan offered online exams using a specific code from the book, and I have to

say their tests truly did reflect the newly updated PCAT exam. Without the practice online exams, I

know my score would have been much lower. Kaplan probably best detailed and outlined the

science sections; the biology section was very heavy with information (almost to a ridiculous

amount), but I do remember using information that I memorized from Kaplan on the exam. I barely

used Kaplan to study the mathematics section. Despite offering reminders on formulas that I forgot

over time, Kaplan does not offer the best math review.Overall, I am content with my score on the

2016 PCAT using this book without any additional material (I had textbooks of course, but I barely

opened them). Would highly suggest re-reading the biology sections more than once. Dr. Collins

isn't necessary (I never purchased it), but my friends recommend it in combination with Kaplan.
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